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We present a new family of travelling wave-like solutions to the Navier]Stokes
equations of incompressible fluid flows, and other regularized equations of the
Euler equations, obtain their trend to the solutions of the Euler equations as the
viscosity tends to zero, and estimate the rate of convergence. We also find a
``singularizing effect'' of the viscosity term in the Navier]Stokes equations, i.e., we
have a local moving blow-up of unbounded solutions with the blow-up's speed
depending on viscosity. We demonstrate that if the initial function is the Beltrami
flow then the solution of the Navier]Stokes equations conserves the Beltrami flow
property for all time. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
We examine the system of equations
­ u
q u ? = u q =p s n Bu 1 .  .
­ t
div u s 0, 2 .
0. n 1 wu x , 0 s u x , x g R , n G 2, t g R s 0, ` . 3 .  . .  .q
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If B s D then we obtain the Navier]Stokes equations for incompressible
 .  . n n 1fluid flow. In 1 , u s u x, t g R is an unknown function from R = Rq
to Rn, which usually conforms to the velocity of fluid at time t G 0 at a
n  .point x g R , n G 2; p is an unknown scalar function of x, t which
describes pressure. The linear differential operator B is supposed to be
expressed by
Bu s B u q l t u , .1
 .where l t is a scalar time-dependent function and
i i i1 2 n­ ­ ­
B s a x , t ??? . .1 i i . . . i1 2 n  /  /  /­ x ­ x ­ x1 2 ni qi q ??? qi G11 2 n
It turns out that the following proposition is valid for the Euler
 .equations for an ideal liquid, which can be obtained from 1 putting n s 0
 w x.see 1 .
THEOREM 1. Let k g Rn be a constant and
u0. x s h k ? x , h: R1 ¬ Rn , k ? h s c s const. 4 .  .  .
Then the initial ¨alue problem for Euler equations has infinitely many tra¨el-
ling wa¨e-like solutions
dt
u x , t s h k ? x q A s ds y ct y A t , p x , t s A t ? x .  .  .  .  .H / / dt0
5 .
 . n  .pro¨ided that A t g R is a time-dependent function with A 0 s 0.
 .Remark 1. If we choose A t ' 0, then we obtain the travelling wave
u x , t s h k ? x y ct . 6 .  .  .
2. SOLUTIONS TO REGULARIZED EQUATIONS
 .  .We consider the problem 1 ] 4 . The substitution
t




w q exp n l s ds w ? = w q =p exp yn l s ds s n B w , 8 .  .  .  .H Ht 1 /  /0 0
div w s 0, 9 .
w x , 0 s u0. x . 10 .  .  .
We consider the initial data in the form
u0. x s h k ? x , h: R1 ¬ Rn , k ? h s c s const. 11 .  .  .
Using the small parameter method and taking Theorem 1 into account, we
 .  .can suppose that the solutions to 8 ] 11 should be sought in the form
` dtjw s n ¨ , =p exp yn l s ds s A 12 .  . Hj  / dt0js0
provided that
¨ : R1 = R1 ¬ Rn , ¨ s ¨ y , t , with y s k ? x , A 0 s 0. 13 .  .  .j q j j
 .  .  .Substituting 12 into 8 , 9 and equating terms with the same degrees of
the parameter n , we obtain
­ ¨ dt0 q exp n l s ds ¨ ? = ¨ q A s 0, 14 .  .  .H 0 0 /­ t dt0
m­ ¨ tm q exp n l s ds ¨ ? = ¨ s B ¨ , m G 1, 15 .  . .H j myj 1 my1 /­ t 0 js0
div ¨ s 0, m G 0. 16 .m
The initial conditions takes the form
¨ ?, 0 s h , ¨ ?, 0 s 0, m G 1. 17 .  .  .0 m
 .  .  .  .Recalling 8 , we can rewrite 14 , 15 , and 16 as
­ ¨ dt0 Xq exp n l s ds k ? ¨ ¨ q A s 0, 18 .  .  .H 0 0 /­ t dt0
­ ¨ tm Xq exp ¨ l s ds k ? ¨ ¨ .  .H 0 m /­ t 0
m
t Xq exp n l s ds k ? ¨ ¨ s B ¨ , m G 1, 19 .  . .H j myj 1 my1 /0 js1
k ? ¨ X s 0, m G 0. 20 .  .m
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 .Here we have used the notation ¨ 9 s ­ ¨r­ y with y s k ? x. From 11 ,
 .  .17 , and 20 we have
k ? ¨ s c t , m G 0, 21 .  .  .m m
 .where c t is a scalar time-dependent function with the initial conditionm
c 0 s c, c 0 s 0, m G 1. .  .0 m
 .  .  .We multiply 18 , 19 by k, and take into account 20 and properties of
the operator B . Then1
d d
c q k ? A s 0,0  /dt dt
dcm s 0, m G 1.
dt
 .Consequently, from 17
c t s 0, m G 1; 22 .  .m
c t s c y k ? A t . 23 .  .  .0
 .  .  .  .The constant c is defined in 11 . Utilizing 21 , 22 we can rewrite 18
 .and 19 , and obtain
­ ¨ d0 Xq c t ¨ q A s 0, .Ä0 0­ t dt
­ ¨m Xq c t ¨ s B ¨ , m G 1. .Ä0 m 1 my1­ t
Here
t
c t s exp n l s ds c t . 24 .  .  .  .Ä H0 0 /0
 .Hence, thanks to 17
t
¨ y , t s h y y c s ds y A t , 25 .  .  .  .ÄH0 0 /0
t t
¨ y , t s B ¨ y y c s ds , s ds, m G 1. 26 .  .  .ÄH Hm 1 my1 0 1 1 / /0 s
 .  .From 25 , 26 we obtain
t m tm¨ y , t s B h y y c s ds , m G 1. 27 .  .  .ÄHm 1 0 /m! 0
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Hence,
m` n t . tmw x , t s B h k ? x y c s ds y A t . 28 .  .  .  .Ä H1 0 /m! 0ms0
Consequently,
t
u x , t s exp n l s ds .  .H /0
m` n t . tm= B h k ? x y c s ds y A t , 29 .  .  .Ä H1 0 / 5m! 0ms0
 .  .where A t is an arbitrary function and c is defined in 24 .Ä0
 .  .For instance, if B s D then 13 , 29 yield the solutions to the
Navier]Stokes equations
m2` k n t . t2 m.u x , t s h k ? x y c s ds y A t . 30 .  .  .  . H 0 /m! 0ms0
Finally, we come to the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 2. Let the function h satisfy the conditions 4 and the series in
 .  . n 429 be bounded in P s x, t : x g R , 0 F t F T . Then the problem
 .  .  .1 ] 3 has infinitely many tra¨elling wa¨e-like solutions 29 with the pressure
dA t . t
p x , t s ? x ? exp n l s ds . 31 .  .  .H /dt 0
 .If , in addition, the series 29 is absolutely con¨ergent uniformly with respect
 .to x, t g P, then these solutions con¨erge uniformly to the solutions of Euler
equations with the same pressure as n ª 0.
Remark 2. Let the initial function h be periodic. Then one of the
 .solutions 29 is periodic. This solution has a constant pressure and is
 w x.unique in class of periodic solutions see, e.g., 3 .
Remark 3. The nonuniqueness obtained has no contradictions with the
w xuniqueness results for Navier]Stokes equations in 2, 8 because in the set
 .of solutions 29 the only solution with A ' 0 has a bounded pressure.
 .Other solutions in 28 have unbounded pressure and, hence, do not meet
w xconditions of uniqueness in 2, 8 .
COROLLARY 1. There exists an unbounded initial function h such that the
 .  .initial ¨alue problem 1 ] 4 has a solution which undergoes a local mo¨ing
blow-up in a finite time. The more ¨iscosity, the earlier blow-up in a fixed
space point.
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Proof. Let us consider the Navier]Stokes equations with B s D and
choose
` m!
2 mh y s y . 32 .  .1 2m ! .ms0
 .Then from 30 we obtain, on A s 0,
`
m2u x , t s k n t , 33 .  .  .1
ms0
 2 .y1if k ? x y ct s 0. Consequently, at the time t s k n the solution en-
 2 .y1dures blow-up at the points k ? x s c k n . Hence, the assertion of
 .Corollary 1 follows directly from 33 . It is worthwhile to point out that the
2 .  .initial function 32 is less than exp y .
Remark 4. We should emphasize that all other examples of blow-up
 w x.solutions e.g., 7 blow up everywhere in the space at the same moment
 .i.e., they endure a global blow-up . In this sense our blow-up is more
physically meaningful though the solution has infinite energy.
Another surprising effect is the disappearing of blow-up as the Reynolds
number goes to infinity.
3. REPRESENTATION OF SOLUTIONS USING
HEAT KERNEL
In this section we restrict ourselves to study of the Navier]Stokes
equations
­ u
q u ? = u q =p s n Du 34 .  .
­ t
div u s 0, 35 .
n 1 wu x , 0 s h k ? x , x g R , n G 2, t g R s 0, ` . 36 .  . .  .q
with
h: R1 ¬ Rn , k ? h s c. 37 .
We represent previously obtained solutions using the heat kernel. The
main observation is that
m2` k n t . t2 m.u x , t s h k ? x y c s ds 38 .  .  . H 0 /m! 0ms0
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is a solution of the equation
u q c t u s n k 2 u , y s k ? x 39 .  .t 0 y y y
 .if the initial function h is infinitely smooth. Since the expression 38 is
 .  .  .similar to 30 , we consider the solution to 34 ] 37 in the form
` t2u x , t s H a , k n t h k ? x y a y c s ds da y A t , 40 .  .  .  .  .H H1 0 /y` 0
where H , n G 1, is the n-dimensional heat kerneln
ynr2 2< <H y , t s 4p t exp y y r4 t . 41 .  .  . .n
 .  .  .The direct substitution 40 into 34 ] 37 shows that it is actually the
 .solution to the Navier]Stokes equation. The representation 40 may be
 .more convenient than 30 because in this case we need not impose the
conditions of infinite smoothness on the initial function h. Moreover, this
representation enables us to estimate the rate of convergence to solutions
 w xof the Euler equation as n ª 0. See 4 for the vanishing viscosity problem
.in another interesting case. Actually, using well-known results for the heat
equation, we can establish the following theorem:
n  .  .  .THEOREM 3. Let u x, t be a solution to the problem 34 ] 37 ex-
 . 0 .pressed by 40 and u x, t be a solution to the Euler equation with the same
 .initial data and pressure expressed by 5 .
 .i Let the initial data h satisfy
5 5 ` 5 5 `h q h9 F M . 42 .L L
Then there exists a constant C such that
1r2n 0
`u ?, t y u ?, t F CM n t . 43 .  .  .  .L
 .ii If the initial data h is a smooth function satisfying
5 5 2 5 5 2h q h0 F M , 44 .L L
then there exists a constant C such that
n 0
2u ?, t y u ?, t F CMn t . 45 .  .  .L
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 .Proof. By a change of variables we have from 40
`1r2nu x , t s 4p .  . H
y`
t1r22 2= exp yj r4 h k ? x y n k t j y c s ds dj y A t . .  .  . . H 0 /0
By the mean value theorem we estimate
n 0u x , t y u x , t .  .
`y1r2 2F 4p exp yj r4 .  .H
y`
t t1r22= h k ? xy n k t jy c s ds yh k ? xy c s ds dj .  .  .H H0 0 /  /0 0
` 1r2y1r2 2 2 < <F 4p exp yj r4 sup h9 y n k t j dj .  .  . .H
1y` ygR
` 1r2y1r2 2 2< <F 4p exp yj r4 j dj M n k t . .  . .H 5
y`
 .This proves 43 .
 .To prove 45 we note that
n 0 2 2 2 Ã2u ?, t y u ?, t s 1 y exp y4p k n tj h . .  .  . 2 .L L
Ã t 2 2 2 2  . .  .Here h is the Fourier transform of h y y H c s ds , exp y4k p k n tj0 0
 2 .is the Fourier transform of H y, k n t , and we have used the Plancherel
identity. As far as
< 2 2 2 <1 y exp y4p k n tj .
2 2sup F 4p k ,2n tj< <0F j F`
then, again applying the Plancherel identity, we obtain
n 0 2 2 2 2 2Ã 2 25 5 5 52u ?, t y u ?, t F 4p k n t j h s 4p k n t h0 . .  . L LL
This concludes the proof.
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4. BELTRAMI FLOW
Let us consider the important case of the Beltrami flow as the initial
 .data. We recall that the 3-D flow is called the strong Beltrami flow if
there exists l g R such that
v x , t s lu x , t , v s curl u. 46 .  .  .
The importance of the Beltrami flows in the study of turbulent flows is
 w x .well known. See, e.g., 5 and references therein. We recall, for instance,
 .the result 9 , which numerically demonstrates that solutions to the
Navier]Stokes equations tend to weakly interacting Beltrami flows far
w xfrom the boundary. In 6 there are many interesting examples of Beltrami
flows. In this section we prove that if the initial data is a Beltrami flow,
then the solution to the Navier]Stokes equation remains in the class of
Beltrami flows.
0.  .THEOREM 4. Let u satisfy 46 for some constant l. Then there exists a
 .  . 0.solution to the problem 34 , 35 with the initial data u , which belongs to
 . 0. 2 1the class 46 with the same l. The solution is unique if u g L l C .
 .Proof. We look for a solution in a form similar to 40 :
u x , t s H a , n t u0. x y a da . 47 .  .  .  .H 3
3R
Therefore for vorticity we obtain
v x , t s H a , n t v 0. x y a da . 48 .  .  .  .H 3
3R
0. 0.  .  .  .As far as v s lu then from 47 , 48 we obtain 46 . The vorticity v
 .as a function expressed through the heat kernel in 48 is the solution to
the heat equation
v s n Dv .t
 .Also, 46 implies
u ? = v s v ? = u. .  .
We thus obtain that the function v satisfies the vorticity equation
v q u ? = v s v ? = u q n Dv . 49 .  .  .t
 .The divergence-free condition for u follows directly from 47 . Conse-
 .  .  .quently, the correlation 47 gives us a solution to 34 , 35 which is a
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Beltrami flow for all t ) 0. The uniqueness of the solution follows from
 w x.the well-known local uniqueness theorem see, e.g., 3 and the following
global in time estimate
2 2 2 22 2 0. 25 52=u t s v x , t dx s l u x , t dx F l u - `, .  .  .H H LL
3 3R R
where we have used the energy inequality in the last step. This proves the
theorem.
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